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CLOSURE. 

Licence. Speci?cation of Letters Patent. Patented Mar. 3Q, 1915. 
Application ?led July 11, 1913. Serial No. 778,486. 

To all whom it may concern: 
Be it known that 1, WILLIAM P. WHITE, ‘a 

citizen of the United States, residing at Ch1~ 
cago, in the State of Illinois, have invented 
new and useful Improvements in Closures, 
of which the following is’ a speci?cation. 
This invention relates to closures for the 

purpose of sealing containers in the form of 
bottles or jars in order to preserve the con 
tents thereof. _ 
One object of the invention is to provlde a 

simple closure which may be easily applled 
to a bottle or jar and which Wlll effect a 
hermetic seal; another object is to provide 
a closure which will effect such a_ seal even 
though it may be carelessly applied to the 
container; another object is to provide a 
closure which may be held upon the con 
tainer either by atmospheric pressure or by 
a mechanical clamp; and still other ob]ects 
will appear in the following speci?cation 
and claims. _ 
Referring to the drawings: Figure 1_rep 

resents ayplain view of the closure. Fig. 2 
represents an elevation of the_closure and 
part of, the container in section showing 
how the cap is applied; Fig. 3 1s a 81111113.!‘ 
View to Fig. 2 showing the cap sealed 11} po 
sition by atmospheric pressure; and F1g. 4 
is a sectional elevation showing the cap held 
in place by the mechanical clamp. . 
The container 10 as shown in Figs. 2, 3, 

and 4 is preferably of glass or vitreous ma 
terial and has its upper edge 11, where the 
seal is made, formed into a spherical surface, 
this surface being a spherical zone. The 
closure is shown at 12 having a shoulder 13 
‘and a curved outer part 14. Within the 
part 14 and bearing against the shoulder 13 
is a packing gasket 15 of any sultable seal 
ing material. The curvature of the part 14 
is such that when the cap is sprung over the 
spherical zone of the container as shownun 
Fig. 2, it assumes a position concentric w1th 
the zone; the outer extremity of the curved 
part 14 as indicated in Fig.- 1 is normally 
somewhat contracted so that the curve does 
not represent a spherical zone before pres 
sure is applied to the cap. The resilience of 
the cap is su?icient, however, to stretch out 
ward the outer edge of part 14 so that when 
the cap and gasket 15 are seated upon the 
part 11 of the container, all three parts, 11, 
14 and 15, are concentric with one another. 

‘When the cap is applied and the package 
is_ sealed under a vacuum as indicated in 
Fig. 2 the atmospheric pressure forces down 
the central part of the cap and causes a 
direct: downward pressure upon the con 
tainer atthe upper part of the sealing zone. 
Pressure is also brought to bear ‘by the cap 
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upon the container at the lower part of the , 
zone due to the springing of the cap over 
this part of the container. ' These two forces 
combined cause a pressure to be distributed 
over the entire, breadth of the gasket 15, 
thereby making a very effective seal. 
The shoulder 13 operates not only to hold 

the gasket 15 in place, but it also serves to 
center the cap upon the container to which it 
is applied. It will be noticed that as the 
contacting surfaces of the seal are all in the 
form of concentric spherical zones it does 
not matter whether the cap be applied 
squarely to the sealing surface of the con 
tainer or'not. Even if the cap be placed 
upon the container in a crooked position the 
surfaces will be concentric with each other 
and will still effect a seal. As a result of 
this construction the capping operation may 
be performed in much less time and with 
much less care and attention than is re 
quired with the usual forms of closures. 
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In Fig. 4 the cap is shown in connection ' 
with a mechanical clamp which takes the 
form in this example of a threaded ring 16 
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which engages a thread 17 formed upon _ 
the container in a manner common to fruit 
jars in the prior art; in this case the cap 12 
is applied to the container and the threaded 
ring 16 is screwed upon the container and 
thereby clamps the cap and gasket 15 in 
place to effect a seal. In this case, as in the 
other illustrations shown, it is immaterial 
whether or not the cap 12 be placed exactly 
central and square upon the container as 
the concentric- parts will effect the seal 
whether the cap happens to be straight or 
askew. ' 

What is claimed ,: 
1. In combination, a container having a 

spherical zone sealing surface,.a closure hav 
ing a spherical zone sealing surface, the 
inner‘edge of the closure zone being formed 
into a centering shoulder and a gasket 
adapted to be interposed between the con 
tainer and the closure. 

2. In combination, a contalner having a 
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spherical zone sealing surface, a closure hav 
ing a spherical zone sealing surface, the in 
ner edge of the closure zone being formed 
into a shoulder, 'a gasket adapted to be inter 
posed between the container and the closure, 
and a screw clamp adapted to engage the 
closure and force it downward upon the con 
tainer. ' ‘ 

3. In ‘combination, a container having a 
spherical zone sealing surface, a closure hav 
ing a spherical zone sealing surface, the in 
ner edge of the closure zone being formed 
into a shoulder, a gasket adapted to be inter- ' 
posed between the container and the closure, 
and a screw ring engagin threads upon the 
container and adapted w en screwed down 
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to engage the closure and force it downward 
upon the sealing lip of the container. 

4. In combination, a container having a 
spherical zone sealing surface, a closure hav 
ing a spherical zone sealing surface, the in 
ner edge of the closure zone being formed 
into a shoulder, a gasket adapted to be in 

, terposed between the ‘container and the 
closure, and a screw clamp having an annu 
lar portion concentric with the closure zone 
and adapted to engage thesame. 

WILLIAM P. WHITE. 
Witnesses: 

ARTHUR E. WALSH, 
HARRY MILL. 
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